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1. Introduction
1.1 History of spine biomechanics
Spine biomechanics is the physical science that forms a substantial portion of the foundation
of modern spine surgery. Plato’s conceptualization of mathematics as the life force of science
created the birth and growth of the science of mechanics and spine biomechanics. Aristotle
was the first to discuss human kinesiology and spine biomechanics under pure logical
analysis. Leonardo da Vinci was the first to accurately describe the human adult S-shape
spinal posture with its curvature, articulations and vertebrae. Borelli provided many
calculations regarding spine biomechanics [1]. Bone trabecular architecture to its mechanical
and load-bearing attributed to the Wolff’s law [2]. It contributed to the development of spine
biomechanics as a discipline.
1.2 Classification of spinal testers
The lumbar spine incorporates a complex combination of accompanying rotations or
translation with each primary movement. In vitro testing have insufficiently replicated in
life conditions are in the limitation of the number of degree of freedom available to move the
specimen during testing. The kinematic patterns of the lumbar spine are dynamic condition
under physiological loading. The ideal testing facilities are capable of adequately modeling
the complex, dynamic, six degree of freedom nature of the lumbar spine.
A number of devices designed to spinal biomechanics have been described in the literature.
The first measurement of lumbar spine movements was performed by Weber on three
cadavers in 1827 [3]. They investigated the reduction in length of an individual muscle
during contraction and devoted much study to the role of bones as mechanical levels. This
degree of freedom is a translation. Adams [4] described a jig that was capable of converting
translational motion into forward flexion. This testing facility could create two degrees of
freedom, allowing translation in the sagittal direction and rotation about frontal direction.
This facility could not be used to test a motion segment in other modes of movement as it is
not able to incorporate accompanying rotation. Goertzen et al. [5] used servo motor with
planetary gearbox were connected to an articulating arm, which applied the moment to the
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cranial end of the specimen. Lysack et al. [6] involved the use of a linear actuator with cable
system and roller bearings to produce moments. Their apparatus allowed continuous
cycling loading. They could supply continuous loading, however, the direction of
movement was limited. In the meantime, they needed to change the position of the
specimen under different loading (such as flexion-extension-flexion). More complicated
apparatus have been constructed to allow for loading to be controlled in more than one
plane of rotation. Goel et al. [7] used deadweights and cables acting about pulleys to
produce force couples. Yamamoto et al. [8] defined the implementation of pneumatic
actuators. They used paired vacuum-operated low friction glass cylinders to produce pure
moment condition. Wilke et al. [9] suspended the stepper motors and a pneumatic system
over the specimen and used a gimbal joint and XYZ slide to allow the motors to follow the
motion and orientation of the upper fixtures. These testing facilities are force controlled
rather than displacement controlled and cannot reproduce the kinematic patterns of the
lumbar spine. This force application is also under quasi-static conditions, rather dynamic
conditions. Quasi-static conditions are a poor representation of dynamic loading [10].
Hence, these methods are incapable of reproducing physiological loading of the specimen.
Stokes et al. [11] used a series of six linear actuators to enable the six degrees of freedom to
be independently controlled. Six linear encoders were utilized to measure and control the
displacement of the testing machine. This facility was displacement-control mode, they
usually needs complex mathematical calculation before data analysis.
A robot [12] is capable of motion in six degree of freedom (DOF) and is able to dynamically
test a specimen throughout its entire range of motion. When coupled with an appropriate force
transducer, a robot material testing facility is able to provide kinetic information for the
simulated condition in life spinal motion. This is an ideal facility for spine biomechanical
study. However, the price of this facility was relative high. Not every institute has the resource
to use it. Under this thinking process, a pure moment based spinal tester with the backbone of
robot and relative cheap price to perform spinal biomechanical study should be developed.

2. Biomechanical parameters
2.1 Clinical associated biomechanical parameters
Several parameters may be obtained through biomechanical tests of flexibility to quantify
mechanical properties [13]. Such parameters include range of motion (ROM), neutral zone
(NZ) and elastic zone (EZ). NZ is the displacement at the zero-load point measure from
the neutral position [13-14]. EZ is the displacement from the zero-load point to the
maximum load point. ROM is the displacement from the neutral position to the maximum
load point, that is, the sum of NZ and EZ. In biomechanical study, the ROM represents
the stability of the specimen before and after additional procedures (including destructive
and stabilizing procedures). The NZ indicates the laxity around the neutral position of a
motion segment and residual deformation after removing a defined pure moment load
from a motion segment. Mimura et al. [15] revealed that, in flexion-extension and lateral
bending, ROM decreases and NZ increases during disc degeneration. In the early stage of
disc degeneration, ROM increases while in the late stage of disc degeneration, ROM
decreases. If only ROM is used as the measurement parameter, misinterpretations are
likely. Previous in vitro studies indicated that NZ typically increases after experimentally
induced injuries [16-17], and that it decreases with the addition of muscle forces and
spinal instrumentation [18].
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2.2 Flexibility and stiffness
Flexibility is ratio of strain to stress that is the ability of the structure to deform under the
application of a load. Stiffness is the opposite. It is ratio of stress to strain in a loaded material
that is the stress divided by the relative amount of change in the structure’s shape. Panjabi [19]
outlined the biomechanical testing of a spinal segment as including both stiffness and
flexibility methods. In stiffness method (displacement-control), the free end of specimen was
displaced, and the resulting forces and moments in the specimen were measured. The
application of a given displacement at the superior-most vertebral body imposed complex
loads of varying magnitudes along the spinal segment because of coupling behavior of the
spine. This method provided kinetic information for the simulated condition in life spinal
motion. Although the magnitude of the complex load could be quantified with a six-axis load
cell, it was not practical to measure those all along the spinal segment. It usually needs
complex mathematical calculation. In the flexibility method (load-control), a load was applied
to the free vertebra of the specimen and the resulting displacements of the vertebra were
measured. This method allowed complete freedom of movements of all the vertebra of the
spine, thereby allowing natural behavior of the spinal column to take place. The in vitro
biomechanical study could be standardized under this way [20].
2.3 Pure moment
The most common method used currently is flexibility protocol. Panjabi [19] emphasized
that non-constraining pure moment load is warranted. Pure moment means that pure
bending moments or the pure shear moments depend on the direction of action. There is no
force during measurement. Pure bending moments include flexion, extension, left and right
lateral bending direction. Pure shear moments include right and left axial rotation direction.
The spinal anatomy is not a uniform structure. The loads at a cross section are proportional
to the bending moment (force × level arm) at the cross section. An anterior directed
horizontal force or eccentric compression load cannot produce uniform bending moment
through the whole length of the specimen. The purpose of pure moment loading is to
supply the same magnitude at each cross section throughout the whole length of the
construct [19]. Non-constraining construct means that one side is fixed to the apparatus and
the other end is free to move, allowing the natural spinal movements. The use of nonconstraining pure moments ensures that the load experienced by a specimen remains
constant along its length independent of its geometry, motion or, stiffness. This means that,
throughout the loading cycle, the loading conditions at any two cross-sections in the spinal
column are identical. The major advantage of pure moment loading is that it allows for the
comparison of the biomechanical properties of different spinal constructs.

3. Self-design pure moment based spinal tester
3.1 Equipment and hardware
This pure moment based spinal tester contained power supply unit, measurement unit,
associated hardware and control unit. Power supply unit included 4 servo motors and
planetary reduction gearbox. Measurement unit included load cell and multi-axis
force/torque sensor controller. The control unit included computer and 2 RS-232 PCI
Cards. These set up allows for communications with both tester and load cell through
single purpose written program on one PC. The picture of this tester was shown in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The testing machine and mounting system with a specimen during performance of a
flexibility test. Various component of this tester is illustrated. Reprinted from Journal of
Medical and Biological Engineering, vol 29, No 1, Chang, T.S. et. al, a new multi-direction
tester for evaluation of the spinal biomechanics, p 7-13, 2009, with kind permission from
Taiwanese Society of Biomedical Engineering [21].
3.2 Machine composition
The mechanism is based on a modular aluminum extrusions 800 mm wide* 800 mm deep
*1120 mm height. This material was selected for good corrosion resistant qualities when
exposed to a moist, salt environment, such as spinal specimen. The drive apparatus
included 4 servo motors combined with a planetary reduction gearbox. The Motors 1, 2, and
3 were used to provide the right-left axial rotation, flexion-extension and right-left lateral
bending respectively. Motor 4 was provided a consistent force along the Z-axis during
specimen testing. [21]
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3.3 Coordinated system
The coordinate system was the junction of the posterior one-third and anterior two-third of
the intervertebral disc. The +z-axis was described upward from the origin, the +y-axis
pointed to the left, and the +x-axis pointed forward. The +Fx/–Fx, +Fy/ –Fy and +Fz/–Fz
represented anterior/posterior, left/right and decompression/compression axial force, and
+Mx/–Mx, +My/–My and +Mz/–Mz represented right/left bending, flexion/extension and
right/left rotation moment, respectively.

Fig. 2. The Multi-degree spine tester (a) full view (b) close-up of the apparatus set for each
motion . Reprinted from Journal of Medical and Biological Engineering, vol 29, No 1, Chang,
T.S. et. al, a new multi-direction tester for evaluation of the spinal biomechanics, p 7-13,
2009, with kind permission from Taiwanese Society of Biomedical Engineering [21].
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Fig. 3. Coordinated system used for tester . Reprinted from Journal of Medical and
Biological Engineering, vol 29, No 1, Chang, T.S. et. al, a new multi-direction tester for
evaluation of the spinal biomechanics, p 7-13, 2009, with kind permission from Taiwanese
Society of Biomedical Engineering [21]
A multi-segment spine specimen can be mounted in the apparatus using two stainless steel
pots and dental plaster. This allows for easy extraction of the specimen after mechanical
testing. The bottom pot rigidly fixes the caudal end of the spinal segment to the base of the
frame through a six axis load cell while the top pot holds the cephalad end of the spine.
Below the load cell, an X -Y table with double rail track and slide was used to prevent shear
force. The inertia is drastically reduced while the movement of the X-Y table. Unconstraint,
pure bending moment was achieved during test.
3.4 Software
Software had to be written to send desired positional information to the tester and receive
actual position and force information from the tester and load cell.
3.4.1 Control and data collected
The main control unit included preload, load cycle setting and the data of force, moment
and motor position data was shown on the scene of computer. A software package running
in Borland C++ Builder provided an interface allowing the user to define desired motions,
and to collect load and displacement data. The signal from the load cell was conditioned and
connected to the computer to provide a feedback signal for load control testing. The
interface between each motor was independent, and each motor could be adjusted as if
necessary. The direction of the specimen was maintained at a constant speed until the
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feedback signal of the load cell was observed. Motor and load cell data were recorded in the
computer. The computer enabled various control and measuring devices to communicate
with each other across different interface. Regulation, control, and measurements were
automatically performed by the computer. The flowchart of spinal tester connected was
illustrated on figure 4.

Fig. 4. Spine tester connections . Reprinted from Journal of Medical and Biological
Engineering, vol 29, No 1, Chang, T.S. et. al, a new multi-direction tester for evaluation of
the spinal biomechanics, p 7-13, 2009, with kind permission from Taiwanese Society of
Biomedical Engineering [21].
The raw load cell data and the corresponding raw position data were processed using selfwritten software to yield, in six DOF. To account for the effect of off-axis loads, the raw load
cell data, which were transmitted at the caudal end of the specimen, were transformed into
the local body coordination system. Relative angles were calculated at Cardan angles with
sequence X (bending), Y (flexion-extension), Z (rotation). Noise was reduced by passing the
data through a digital second-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5
Hz. Using commercial software (Matlab, The Method Works, US), these transformed load
and displacement data were processed to yield flexibility curves (angle versus moment) for
the flexion-extension, lateral bending and rotation tests.
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3.5 Verification of spine tester
To verify this spine tester, a circular cylinder was used. The cylinder was formed from
polyurethane (PU diameter 25 mm, length 90 mm), which is a homogenous polymer. Table 1
shows the physical properties of PU. The PU could be mounted on the apparatus using two
aluminum pots and polyester resin plaster. Two stainless steel screws inserted above and
below the pots rigidly secured the PU to the tester. The test protocol was to apply pure
bending moments to the PU to a maximum of 2 Nm in right-left lateral bending (M3),
flexion-extension (M2) and right-left axial rotation (M1) in sequence. Rotation velocity was
1°/sec. A real-time graphical display of servo motor angle and applied moment was
available during the test. The direction was reversed when the moment reached ±2 Nm.
After cycling the PU five times, mean values and standard deviations were calculated. No
compressive preloads were applied. Torque was measured ten times at intervals of 0.4 Nm.
Physical property
Hardness (kg/mm2)
Specific gravity (g/cm3)
Heat distortion temperature (kg/cm2)
Hydraulic strength (kg-cm/cm)
Elastic modulus of bending (kg/cm2)
Elastic modulus of shear (kg/cm2)
Poisson’s ratio

Value
8
0.904
90
1.6
18500
46500
0.23～0.38

Table 1. Physical property of polyurethane (PU).
The calculated value was from equation (A) and (B) [22].
Which
T  GI p

d
dx

(A)

Where
Τ = torque.
dψ/dx = twist rate.
Ip = polar moment of inertia
G = shear modulus of elasticity
M  - EI


L

(B)

Where
M = bending moment
E = elastic bending modulus
I = inertia
L = length
θ = angle of bending
The error rates for flexion-extension, lateral bending and axial rotation were about 2.16 %,
2.66% and 1.36%, respectively. The PU examination results revealed larger errors in flexionextension and in lateral bending than in rotation (2.16%, 2.66% and 1.36%, respectively).
This may have been due to the X-Y table. The error even reach around 5% at the beginning
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of flexion-extension (5.15% and 4.22% at -0.4 and +0.4 Nm). More loading was needed to
start the X-Y table. Fortunately, the error rate decreased progressively as load approached
maximum. In most biomechanical studies, data are recorded from the end loading. This
condition did not substantially affect the final results, and it could be eliminated entirely if a
servo motor is used to drive the X-Y table [21].

4. Application of this tester
4.1 Spinal unit function evaluating the changes in ROM and NZ after discectomy and
implantation by sheep spine
One motion segment of L4/5 from one sheep lumbar spine was used for testing of this
tester. The specimen was tested intact to serve as its own control. The various surgical
procedures (figure 5) including laminectomy, discectomy and transpedicular screw fixation
were performed. Laminectomy was performed with Kerrison rongeur, after resection of the
spinous process and the interspinous and supraspinous ligaments. The lamina was removed
out to the most medial portion of the articular facet. Care was taken to preserve the pars
interarticularis. The cranial limit of the resection was the corresponding pedicle. The
ligamentum flavum was removed, also. The posterior longitudinal ligament and the
annulus were incised using No. 15 blade. Discectomy was practiced at the L4/5
intervertebral space. It was accomplished through an incision of square shape in the annulus
fibrosis just anterior to the plane of the pedicle, and approximately 70% of the disc material
was removed with disc forcep and curret. Transpedicular screw fixation was practiced
within the L4 and L5 pedicle, and an ISOLA system was connected.

Fig. 5. Various surgical procedures was illustrated.
Biomechanical testing of sheep lumbar spine was performed using a non-destructive,
flexibility method of testing under non-constraining pure moment loads. Pure bending
moments were applied to the specimen to a maximum of 2 Nm in right-left lateral bending
(M3), flexion-extension (M2) and right-left axial rotation (M1) in sequence after different
surgical procedure. The velocity of rotation is 1 degree per second. The load cell provided a
feedback signal to the computer through RS-232 interface with 40 Hz sampling rate. A real
time graphical display of servo motor angle and applied moment was available during the
test. The direction was reversed when the moment reached ±2 Nm. The specimen were
cycled for a total of five cycles- the first four cycles were considered preconditioning and the
fifth cycle was used for analysis. No compressive preloads were applied, and approximately
five minutes were allowed between tests for viscoelastic recovery.
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ROM, NZ and NZ/ROM of flexion-extension and lateral bending increased after
laminectomy and discectomy, while the ROM, NZ and NZ/ROM of flexion-extension and
lateral bending decreased after fixation. However, the ROM, NZ and NZ/ROM of rotation
still increase after decompressive procedure and fixation. ROM of flexion-extension (Figure
6), lateral bending and rotation of the specimen after different surgical procedures was
demonstrated. The NZ increased after decompressive procedure and recovered after
fixation procedure.

Fig. 6. Demonstration of the ROM of flexion-extension of the specimen after different
surgical procedures . Reprinted from Journal of Medical and Biological Engineering, vol 29,
No 1, Chang, T.S. et. al, a new multi-direction tester for evaluation of the spinal
biomechanics, p 7-13, 2009, with kind permission from Taiwanese Society of Biomedical
Engineering [21].
4.2 Compare the biomechanical stability between unilateral and bilateral cageinstrumented for lumbar spine
In this study the specimens were divided into two equal group unilateral PLIF (Posterior
Lumbar Interbody Fusion) group and bilateral PLIF group. All biomechanical testing was
performed with use of a spinal tester. Nondestructive, unconstrained loading parameters
applied to the upper end vertebrae included the following: lateral bending (± 2 Nm, 100
axial preload), flexion-extension (± 2Nm, 100 axial preload), axial rotation (± 2Nm, 100 axial
preload). The spinal tester analyzed biomechanical parameters include ROM and NZ.
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Twelve motion segments of L4/5 from twelve sheep lumbar spines were studied for this invitro investigation. At the time of salvage, the animals were 12-18 months old and weighted
60 kg (53 to 65 kg). Following preparation, the specimens were stored frozen at -20C then
thawed at room temperature for 24 hours prior to testing. Care was taken to completely
preserve the bony and ligamentous structures of the locomotor segment of each specimen,
and only muscular and fatty tissue was removed. The cranial and caudal vertebrae of each
functional spinal unit was anchored with stainless-steel screws and embedded with customdesigned metal fixtures using polyester resin. The intervening segments were left
unconstrained.
The specimens were divided into two equal groups (figure 7). Group 1 included specimens
that were tested intact. The following surgical procedures were then performed:
1. left hemilaminectomy,
2. left medial facectomy,
3. left discectomy,
4. left cage insertion (one, 8*8*12 mm),
5. left transpedicular screw fixation (two screws-4.75*25 cm and one rod- ISOLA system)
The group 2 specimens underwent the same sequence of procedures as the Group 1 except
the bilateral sides, which included:
1. total laminectomy,
2. bilateral medial facetectomy,
3. bilateral discectomy,
4. two cage insertion (8*8*12 mm)
5. bilateral transpedicle screws fixation (four screws-4.75*25 cm and two rods- ISOLA
system)

Fig. 7. Various surgical procedures between unilateral and bilateral groups were illustrated.
The lower vertebrae were centered over the load cell and maintained in neutral position by
using the set coordinate system described previously [21]. After being mounted on the spine
tester, each specimen was tested for right-left lateral bending, flexion-extension and rightleft axial rotation at a constant speed of 1°/sec in sequence before and after different surgical
procedures. A compressive preload of 100 N was applied. The direction was reversed until
the moment detected by the load cell reached ±2 Nm. The load cell provided a feedback
signal to the computer through RS-232 interface with 40 Hz sampling rate. The load and
displacement data were collected and recorded during testing. A real-time graphical display
of servo motor angle and applied moment was available during the test.
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The bilateral group’s ROM of flexion-extension was increased significantly after facetectomy
(1.7±0.7, p<0.05) procedure in comparison with the unilateral group (0.5±0.6). The bilateral
group’s ROM of lateral bending was increased significantly after discectomy (3.7±1.0,

Fig. 8. Effects of destructive and stabilizing procedures on the ROM and NZ of unilateral
and bilateral group. (L: Laminectomy, F: Facetectomy, D: Discetomy, C: Interbody Cage, P:
Pedicle screw)
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p<0.05) procedure in comparison with the unilateral group (1.8±1.6). The bilateral group’s
ROM of axial rotation was increased significantly after cage insertion (1.1±0.9, p<0.05)
procedure in comparison with the unilateral group (-0.6±0.6). The bilateral group’s ROM of
axial rotation was decreased significantly after discectomy (0.2±0.3 vs 0.7±0.4, p<0.05) and
transpedicle screw insertion (-1.7±0.8 vs -0.7±0.4, p<0.05) procedure in comparison with the
unilateral group. The bilateral group’s NZ of axial rotation was increased significantly after
cage insertion (0.3±0.1, p<0.05) procedure in comparison with the unilateral group (0.0±
0.2).The bilateral group’s NZ of axial rotation was decreased significantly after laminectomy
(0.0±0.1 vs 0.1±0.0, p<0.05) and discectomy (-0.1±0.1 vs 0.1±0.1, p<0.05) procedure in
comparison with the unilateral group (figure 8). Based on the results of this study, both
ROM and NZ, unilateral cage-instrumented PLIF and bilateral cage-instrumented PLIF,
transpedicle screw insertion procedure did not revealed a significant difference between
flexion-extension, lateral bending and axial rotation direction except the ROM in the axial
rotation.

5. Conclusion
This pure moment based spinal tester is capable of motion in six degree of freedom and is
able to dynamically test a specimen throughout its entire range of motion. It can provide
kinetic information for the simulated condition in life spinal motion. This is an ideal facility
for spine biomechanical study. It has minimal weight moving over the specimen, thus
minimizing friction and inertial effects. This allows the plotting of complete momentdisplacement curves from which the characteristic flexibility parameters of interest can be
calculated for each spine specimen in real time. The ability of calculated ROM and NZ is of
particular importance given the clinical instability of a spinal segment. This multidirectional spinal tester is an effective and practical machine in the biomechanical study of
spine.
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